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THE (Council OF

HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

IN NEW YORK CITY

DJFFICERS

President
GEORGE N. SHUSTER

Hunter College

Vice President
GRAYSON KIRK

Columbia University

Secretary
JACOB I. HARTSTEIN

Long Island University

Treasurer
ROLAND R. DE MARCO

Finch College

335 EAST 80TH STREET, NEW YORK 21, N.Y. QJ TRAFALGAR 9-3600

September 8, 1958

Dr. Norbert Wiener
lassachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Dr. Wiener:

DIRECTORS

MOTHER SAINT EGBERT

Notre Dame~Staten Island

REV. LAURENCE J. MC GINLEY

Fordham University

CARROLL V. NEWSOM

New York University

JOHN H. NIEMEYER
Bank Street College

HANS SIMONS

New School

JOHN J. THEOBALD
Queens College
ERNST WEBER

Polytechnic Institute

ho
Executive Director
R0BERT L. LINCOLN

Ihe Council of Higher Educational Institutions in
New York City is setting up a program for inviting
Scholars from the United States and abroad to visit
some of the member institutions of the Council.

Ve arewriting you to ask if you will be available
this fall (or next spring in 1959) to present a
series of lectures here in New York Citv.

Besides your available dates we would appreciate the
various topics which can be selected by our committee
and also the estimated cost for such a visitation.

As the committee will be meeting shortly we would
appreciate hearing from you at your very earliest
onvenience.

T  - siner
.

&gt;

ars

Rober wu, Lincoln
Executive Director
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Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences

SECOND PRAGUE CONFERENCE
on Information Theory, Statistical Decision Functions

and Random Processes

1959

Prague, September 10%0, 1958.

Dear Mre Wiener

we take pleasure in informing you that the Second Prague Conference on
Information Theory, Statistical Decision Functions end Random Processes, spon =

sored by the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, will be Reld at the JeE.Purkyné
Scientific Workers ‘House at Liblice near Prague from 1° June, 1959.

We chould.be very glad if you could participate in this conference and
contribute to its success by giving a papers

The Czechoslovak Academy of Scieppes would cover your living expenses
in Czechoslovakia from June 15% to the 102. During your stay in Czechoslovakia
you will have an occassion to see some historical and cultural monuments of

Prague and its surroundings. -
Please notify us as soon as possible (till October 317° at the latest)

whether you will be able to participate in the conference and, if possible, also
about the title of your communication. It is intended to publish the presented
papers in the Transactions of the Second Prague Conference on Information Theory,
Statistical Decision Functions and Random Processes in detailed version complete
with proofse

Please, be so kind and write us your home address as well as the address
to which the official invitation of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences should
be directed.

All correspondence relating to the conference should be sent to

leskoslovenskd akademie véd
Ustav radiotechniky a elektroniky

Praha 13 = Sporilove

on behalf of the Preparatory
Committee of the Conferences
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ROBERT DANIEL GRAFF

September 11, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridece, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I guard delightful memories of your luncheon table
conversation at the M.I.T. Faculty Club last winter
when I was filming Dr. Bush for the NBC WISDOM series.
I'he quality of your remarks helped inspire this letter.

The Junior Council of the Museum of Modern Art in New
York propcses, on behalf of the Museum, to present a
series of distinguished lectures this winter. The
lectures would deal with aspects of the creative process.
The Museum intends the lectures to be landmarks in
New York artistic and Intellectual life. We would be
honored to have you speak.

We hope to have lectures by Dr. Paul Tillich, Thornton
Wilder, Julian Huxley and Jacques Maritain in addition
to your talk.

Is there a possibility you would be in New York some
time this month or next to discuss briefly what we
hope will be your participation in the series?

Cor SO 7 ,Ti oY
Robert D, |.

Junior Council of the Museum
of Modern Art

21 West 53rd Street
New York 19, New York
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210 MADISON AVENUE ¢ NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

Sept. 11, 1958

Dr. Norbert Wiener
MeloTs
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Dr, Wiener:

At the suggestion of the author, we are
sending you herewith an advance copy of THE NEW
MATHEMATICS by Irving Adler, which we shall publish
on September 25th. We believe that you will find
this interesting and valuable as the first exposition
for the non-specialist of the new content and the new
methods of mathematics. It is particularly intended
for the high school teacher, and also for the layman.

We hope that you will have time to become
acquainted with the book, and shall be mose appreciative
if you will send us your corments on it.

Sincerely,

NTzbe

&amp;

.

 rT -.
ry”.

{
or¥

Naomi Thompson
Publicity Directer
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DOUBLEDAY &amp; COMPANY, INC “75 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22

MURRAY HILL R-3300

Sep tember 16, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass,

Dear Professor Wiener:

As you may know, Jason Epstein has
resigned from Doubleday and I have
taken his place as Editor-in-Chief
of Anchor Books. Some years ago when
I was an editor at Farrar Straus I
talked briefly with you about some
of your work, and in the interim as
Doubleday's publicity manager I have
delt briefly with some of your books
published here. I note from our filles
that we have a contract with you for
a book on the Theory of Invention,
and I want to assure you of our con-
tinuing interest in this project.

Sincerely yours,
(~

PJ jmr

Lo
-py Tohn~:

)
NN \



UNIVERSITE DE FRIBOURG/SUISSE

Institut fiir Automation

GRUNDLAGENFORSCHUNG

VERFAHRENSFORSCHUNG

EINSATZ VON ELEKTRONISCHEN

DATENVERARBEITUNGSGERATEN

Institut pour I’automation

RECHERCHES FONDAMENTALES
RECHERCHE OPERATIONNELLE

METHODES D’APPLICATION DES

MACHINES ELECTRONIQUES
DATA-PROCESSING

BASIC RESEARCH

OPERATIONS RESEARCH

METHODS IN APPLICATION OF

ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING-

MACHINES

&amp; 037 12.45.65

3Jasel, den 15, September 1958
Jundeldingerstrasse 139

flerrn Professor Dr. N, Wiener
[he Massachusetts Institute of Technology
CambdDridege (1ass.)

Sehr geehrter ferr Professor,

im Friljjabr 1959 (voraussichtlich April) wird die Gesellschaft "Schuweizer-
Freunde der USA (SFUSA)" zusammen mit dem Institut Plir Autometion an der
Universitdt Freiburg (Schweiz) eine Automation-Tour nach den USA durch-
PUhren. Diese Studienreise bezweckt, schweizerischerIndustriellen die
~Oglichkeiten und Crenzen der Automation im 3liro und des Operations Research
vor Augen zu fihren, Dabel sollen auch die wissenachaftlichen Asvekte be-
leuchtet werden.

Aug diesem CGrunde erlaube ich mixals wissenschaftlicher Leiter dieser Tour,
Sie n6flichet anzufragen, ob Sie als Zegriinder der Kybernetik grundsitzlich
oereit wdren, den Teilnehmern dieser Studienreise - es werden voraussichtlich

20 bis 25 Personen sein =- kurz das Wesen und die i0glichkeiten der Kybernetik
in der Industrie zu erklé&amp;ren, Ich zweifle nicht daran, dass dadurch wertvolle
Jezliehungen und Kontakte zu Ihnen entstehen onnten

[ch wire Ihnen sehr dankbar, wenn Sie uns mit einem kurzen Vortrag (vielleich
in deutscher Sprache) beehren wollten. Mir die wohlwollende Priifung meiner
Anfrage danke ich Ihnen bestens und versichere Sie, sehr geehrter Terr
Professor

[.

geiner oe tT0 TY  Uachachtung

“
. .srleter)

Universitat Ireiburg
Institut fir Automation und

betriebliche Verfahrensforschung

Ca yoy IN.



MEDICAL INFORMATION BUREAU

THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE

2 EAST 103 STREET, NEW YORK 29. N, Y.

TELEPHONE TRAFALGAR 6-8200

IAGO GALDSTON, M.D., Secretary

September 15th 1958

Dear Norbert,

I send you cordial salutations, and trust that you are and
have been in good health, and you had both a profitable and restful
summer. It has been a long time since I saw you, and your good
lady. Son and I, however, talk of you often.

On this occasion I am writing to invite you once again to
contribute to our Laity Lecture Series. This time on a subject which
[ am sure is very close to your heart - namely, is Science to be Man's
faster or Servant?

It would give us great satisfaction if you would lead off
this lecture series, taking the first assignment which is scheduled
for November 5th - at 8.30 p.m. If that date does not quite suit your
~onvenience we would be hapoy to consider an alternative.

Since you are acquainted with our Laity Lectures I will not
trouble you with a repeated recitation, but will only say that we would
be delighted to have you dine with us (black tie) on the evening of the
lecture, and that we will be happy to reimburse you for whatever ex-
penges you may incur. Also, I am in a position to offer you a modest
honorarium of $100. I do hope vou will be able to accept our invitation.

I am sure you will agree that thé theme of the series of most
urgently pertinent, and, from our point of view I can assure you that if
gou will lead off the series then it is bound to be a total success.

Sordially yours,

Iago EX om. M.D.

Copy to Belmont.

Professor Norbert Wiener,
Massachussetts Institute of Technology,
Beston, Mass.
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PUBLISHERThe Year Book Publishers, Ine. Chicago 11, Illinois &gt; medical ph YS CS
OTTO GLASSER, Ph.D., EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Cleveland Clinic Foundation + 2040 East 93rd Street Cleveland 6, Ohio

September 16, 1958

Dr, Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr, Wiener:

The majority of the manuscripts for MEDICAL PHYSICS ITI
have been received here, We are going over the material and plan
to ship the complete collection of some 170 chapters to the pub
lisher by the end of this month, We have not yet received your
contribution on "Analysis of Fine Structure in Alpha Rythm from
Electroencephalograms" and would appreciate hearing from you at
your early convenience,

Sincerely,

AY

Otto Glasser, Ph.D.

0G/aac
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Norbert Weiner
Dept.of Math,
ass, Inst, of Tech,
Cambridge, 39,llass,

9-21-'58,

Dear Mr. Weiner,

[t is with kind thoughts, that L say you will receive your
jacket-cover for the complimentary copy of Ratios of Lozic sent
you earlier this year, If you do not understand this book, that is
oar for the course, Une thought 1 will leage with you however,that

Mhomas Jefferson worked out the mechanics 844045 government through
lechnology, and articulated the ideas inhe e3% through the field of
the Humanities,.. On the side of Liberal Arts hd was lawyer, music-
isn and writer, on the side of Technology he was botanist-architect,
the latter nothing more than an accumulation of engineering and
sxperiment dating from ancient tines.

RATIOS OF LOGIC is my contribution toward engineering and exper-
iment, for which I thank God. To lend some grace to this disposal
yf my voluntary obligation to you, let me quote St, Paul, 2nd Corin-
thians, Chap. 3verses5-6;"but our sufficiency is of God(6) Who also
ath made us able ministers of the new testament; not of the letter,
out of the spirit: for the letter killeth, but the spirit giveth
Life..™

For you and yours, 1 wish you to aspire toward perfection of
applying the proper spirit in all things, whether in theory of prac-
tice, for this proper spirit is a blessing which attracts others
to you as a magnet, In effect, there's a time to be a brain, agd
there's a time to be a human being, the proper spirit is common %9
sach. Fow does this apply to 1M, I.T, ? In order to turn out Engineers
ith good attributes, they must do manual things, to determine the
qualified mechanical sense necessary to fruitful teamwork. A team is
no greater than the sum of its individuals. Mechanical sense is the
foundation for absorbing theories, (theories I equate with things
yf the letter, and St, Paul said that"the letter kille th" )mechan-
ical sense 1 equate with things of the spirit, even the spirit of
-he law.( and St. raul said "the spirit giveth life),

Thank you for your past inspiration and help, and
attention to this matter, Iremain.

for your

dincerely vorrs.

a,
rete Camp! one

2026 Fairmount Ave,

thila ,30.Psa.
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Author’s Vital Statistics:

Age: 41, single and has hopes.
Hobbies: guitar, amateur radio, and golf.
Vocations past and present: salesman, waiter, bar-

ender, teacher (aircraft sheet metal) and has managed
0 stay in electronics the past fourteen years due to its
challenging nature. Ten of those have been spent as his
wn boss, running a television service business which

he operates currently.

It is with a feeling of conviction that the author dedi-
cates this book. To further the training of men into

nobler characters who might pray to learn to love their
vocation and avocation, for one completes the other.
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RATIOS OF LOGIC likens our thought
process to that of law making. Some people
lormulate efficient laws in their daily lives
while others make inefficient laws as they

go along. The written word is supported by
mathematics to ascertain thinking efficiency,
or lack of such, in unambiguous terms.
What has universal applicability to any field
of human endeavor is the common sense

tormula. The fact that this formula can be

applied to every pillar of society to deter-
mine the weight of theoretical or practical
considerations renders it a valuable tool,
thereby displaying its strength and versa-
Ality.

The book’s purpose is to standardize
common sense and establish a universal

sense of values by qualification. The least
it implies is that:

There are only two kinds of people in
this world of ours, those who add to com-

mon sense (the standard), and others who

subtract from it. From this, it follows that
more faith can be placed in people’s capaci-
ties than in their incapacities. For good
capacities inspire good judgement, whereas
incapacities, at best, invite tolerance. Capa-
bilities sustain society, while incapabilities
ourden it. In sum, it is the faith which we

out in each other’s abilities that knits so-

ciety together.
Before any law is devised, there is first

:he need for it. When a law is matured into

definition, it is placed in authority for refer-
ence, becoming an intellectual instrument,

the letter of the law. Any time that law is
applied by someone, the person contributes
his own spirit (or efforts) to its principle in
doing so. The sequence is from the spirit
(the need for the law) to the letter (when
enacted), and back again to the spirit (for
use). To determine the efficiency of any
law, a rule of thumb holds true in most

cases:

Unless a law inspires the application of
its principle, it is useless.

Western civilization has flourished chiefly
because of the clarity of its laws. Our vari-
ous pillars of society give us testimony in
the form of:

Governmental law, religious law, busi-
ness law, laws in chemistry, physics, etc.
Prolonged emphasis upon the letter of the
law tends to de-emphasize the spirit of the
law. Over-emphasis upon the spirit of the
law detracts from the letter of the law, in
commensurate ratio. One is co-efficient and

reciprocal to the other, when time is the
road to reason.

X PLUS qualifies the start and finish of
the letter of the law, while X MINUS de-

fines the start and finish of the spirit of the
law, against the backdrop of universal man.
Technique for computing the common
sense standard will be found on the reverse

side of the book jacket. E’ and S were rela-

tively simple to qualify (in X PLUS), but
L' may give the reader a tussle. Boiled
down, L’ is an average of the constants

(k’s) being emphasized in X MINUS.
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GRADUATE PHILOSOPHY CLUB
YALE UNIVERSITY

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT

22 Sept., 1958

Vr. Norbert Wiener

Department of Mathematics

fass., Insitute of Technology

Dear "Mr, Wiener:

fe extend to you an invitation to present a paper this fall be-

fore the Graduate Philosophy Club of Yale University. We should

oe pleased to hear rrom you on any topic you may select, Our

neetings are held weekdays, usually in the evening at eight. The

ljelivery of the paper is customarily followed by an informal

liscussion, during which the speaker entertains questions irom

the floor.

If you are atle to accept this invitation, we should be privi-

leged to have you as our zuest at dinner berore the meeting. And

Lf you care to remain in New Haven overnight, we shall provide

accommodations.

Ne regret that we can otter you only a fifteen dollar honorarium,

Ne realize that this is hardly adequate compensation lor your

services, But since we are a student organization, our limited

‘unds, consisting primarily of dues, permit only this toxen

resture of aporeciation.

Ye hope to hear Irom you in the near future, If you do accept, it

vould be helpful were you to indicate the topic of your paper and

the date you would prefer. Please send your reply to me at 527

fillow St., New Haven.
Sincerely yours,

The Executive i mi
= fim SURE

\

la a) 16/7/58
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TENSION ENVELOPE CORPORATION
12m 5 CAMPBELL STS.

KANSAS CITY 8, MO.

September 23, 1958
VALTER J. BERKOWITZ

TREASURER

Professor Norbert Wiener
Mass. Institute of Technology
cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I have read your article "Prodigy at Harvard" which appeared
in the June 6, 1953 issue of the Harvard Alumni Bulletin. I
nad set this aside for reading, when this was published, and
just got around to it now.

I was a member of the Class of 'l4, which I think was your
Class. I remember seeing you and W. J. Sidis from time to
Eime. I knew Adolph Berle, who because of the similarity
of the beginning of our names, sat next to me in a number
&gt;of classes.

I never knew Cedric Houghton nor Roger Sessions.

My parents knew your parents when you lived in Kansas City
vears before golng to Cambridge. It 1s my impression that
Kansas Clty was the first home in this country for your
carents.

I just wanted you to know that I enjoyed this article and I
agree in general with your comments.

cordially yours,

Nalter J. Berkowltz
WJB: fc

Factories

SOUTH HACKENSACK

ST. LOUIS
&gt;

MINNEAPOLIS
°

JES MOINES
o

KANSAS CITY
°

SORT WORTH







HARVARD UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL RELATIONS

EMERSON HALL

CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS

September 23, 1958

Norbert Wiener

lassachusetts Institute of Technology
Building 2, Room 276
Cembridece, Mass,

Dear Norbert Wiener

I have written up my Weyne talk for the
journal Daedalus, and I thought you might be
interested in seeing it. TI am in Vermont, but
I'll be down in Cambridge shortly. I hope
your novel has come along well,

Jerdially,

Devid Riesman °°

lL

DR: jl
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6 RUE DE LA SORBONNE, PARIS V

Tor
5.A.R.L. AU CAPITAL DE 3 888 000 FRANCS TEL.: ODEON 14-19 REGISTRE DU COMMERCE: SEINE 232 254B

Paris, le 24 Sentembre 1058

Monsieur Norbert WIENZIR
Ilassachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of ligthematics
Cambridoe 3¢ (llass.) USA

"onslieur.

Nous avons l'honneur de vous informer gue nous
vous failsons parvenir, par mandat poste international, la
somme de iow. 160, représentant le nontant de vos droits
dtauteur sur la vente de votre ouvrage, comple arrété au
31 décembre 1957 et dont dé+ta2il suit

no
de

Année 1955 ox,
1956 . 51 ex. 30
1957 = 70 ex. 4 00

"0
0
0

a

14 16C Ir
—roHnwh—a qr —

Nous vous prions dl'agpréer, lLonsieur,
7 - a. I ’

le nos sentiments les plus distinTuése.
1'as 3urannce

&amp;



ERIC SCHAAL HOTEL SPLENDID = ZUGRICH, Switzerland

September 30th, 1958

Professor
Norbert Wiener
Belmont, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener.

I am collecting the material for a work which could
best be described as 'The Image of Creative Man',
Its aim is to present in pictures those men who made
our civilisation. Beginning with the first authentic
portraits engraved at the close of the 15th century,
it should continue right up into our own days. The
fields to be covered would be roughly the sciences,
literature, art, music - in short all that which goes
to make our world, the world of thought and understanding.

For this iconography I should like to ask if you would be
so kind as to let me have your photograph - a formal

portrait, or an informal one, at work, alone, or with
colleagues (or preferably, if this could be at all
possible, even a few photographs which were taken at
lifferent times through the years).

Could you add to this some written note like a worksheet
or otherwise a sample of handwriting, it would undoubtedly
constitute a highly significant and most appreciated
further illustration.

As for me, I am an American photo-journalist whose work,
since more than 20 years, appears in most of the leading
magazines, This proposed Opus, partly an outcome of my
daily work, will be, however, by its very nature an’
entirely different and much more serious endeavour than
any magazine article.

For your generosity and kindness in lending me your
help, I offer my sincerest gratitude.

"~5t sincerely yours,

Ene Sloe

rie Schaal

. a]
aes [O11$/58


